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Transport and mixing properties of Rossby waves in shear flow are studied using tools from 
Hamiltonian chaos theory. The destruction of barriers to transport is studied 
analytically, by using the resonance overlap criterion and the concept of separatrix 
reconnection, and numerically by using PoincarC sections. Attention is restricted to the case 
of symmetric velocity profiles with a single maximum; the Bickley jet with velocity 
profile sech’ is considered in detail. Motivated by linear stability analysis and experimental 
results, a simple Hamiltonian model is proposed to study transport by waves in these 
shear flows. Chaotic transport, both for the general case and for the sech* profile, is 
investigated. The resonance overlap criterion and the concept of separatrix 
reconnection are used to obtain an estimate for the destruction of barriers to transport and 
the notion of banded chaos is introduced to characterize the transport that typically 
occurs in symmetric shear flows. Comparison between the analytical estimates for barrier 
destruction and the numerical results is given. The role of potential vorticity conservation in 
chaotic transport is discussed. An area preserving map, termed standard nontwist map, 
is obtained from the Hamiltonian model. It is shown that the map reproduces the transport 
properties and the separatrix reconnection observed in the Hamiltonian model. The 
conclusions reached are used to explain experimental results on transport and mixing by 
Rossby waves in rotating fluids. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this work is to use some ideas from Hamil- 
tonian chaos theory to study transport properties of 
Rossby waves in shear flow. Attention is restricted to the 
case of symmetric shear flows of the form of zonal flows; in 
particular, the Bickley jet’ with the velocity profile 
cc sech* y is considered in detail. 

Zonal shear flows occur naturally in both the oceans 
and the atmosphere; two well-known examples are the 
Gulf stream and the polar night jet above Antarctica. 
Barotropic perturbations of these zonal flows produce 
Rossby waves* that have a crucial influence on transport 
and mixing, and an understanding of these transport prop- 
erties is a major problem of geophysical fluid dynamics. 
Needless to say, the real situation in the oceans and atmo- 
sphere is much more complicated than the simple model 
we are to present. However, as in many cases, a simplifi- 
cation of the real situation lends insight and gives rise to 
useful qualitative ideas. 

Being two dimensional and incompressible the flows 
we consider can be described by a streamfunction $. 
Hence, the Lagrangian trajectory [x(t) ,y( t)] of a fluid par- 
ticle or of an advected passive scalar is described by the 
equations 

dx a* d. act -= _- 
dt ay' 

-=- 
dt ax- (1) 

These equations are Hamilton’s equations with the stream- 
function identified as the Hamiltonian and the physical 
space (xg) identified as the phase space (q,p) . The form of 
Eqs. ( 1) makes it possible to study transport in two- 

dimensional incompressible hydrodynamics using the well- 
developed methods of Hamiltonian dynamics (see, for ex- 
ample, Ref. 3). It is well known that all time-independent 
one-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems are integrable. 
Therefore, in a fluid with a time-independent streamfunc- 
tion all fluid particles move in a nonchaotic or integrable 
way, following the contours of constant $. When time de- 
pendence is added the Hamiltonian system is usually not 
integrable, and so chaotic motion is likely to appear, giving 
rise to what is referred to as chaotic advection or “La- 
grangian turbulence.“47 By chaotic transport we mean the 
transport that occurs when the fluid velocity field is not 
chaotic, but the fluid particle trajectories exhibit chaotic 
behavior. Regions of high mixing and transport in the fluid 
are identified with the chaotic regions of the associated 
Hamiltonian system, whereas barriers to transport are 
identified with integrable (nonchaotic) trajectories. 

In Sec. II we review known results on propagation of 
Rossby waves in shear flows and consider the Bickley jet 
sech* velocity profile. Motivated by linear stability analysis, 
we propose a simple model for the streamfunction (Hamil- 
tonian). Section III contains a discussion of chaotic trans- 
port by waves in a general symmetric shear flow. In Sec. 
III A we study the phase space of a general Hamiltonian 
that models waves in a symmetric shear flow. We show 
that, depending on the parameters, the phase space portrait 
can be of two different types and that the change from one 
type to the other is due to separatrix reconnection. Using 
the Hamiltonian function, a threshold for the reconnection 
is obtained. In Sec. III B we study the barriers to transport 
in the system using the resonance overlap criterion,**’ to- 
gether with the criterion for separatrix reconnection. The 
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term banded chaos is introduced to account for the chaos 
that typically occurs in bands in the phase space. In Sec. 
III C the role of potential vorticity conservation is dis- 
cussed. In the last part of Sec. III, an area preserving map 
that describes chaotic transport by waves in a general sym- 
metric shear flow is obtained from the Hamiltonian system. 
It is shown that the map violates the so-called twist 
condition,3 and that it has a very rich structure exhibiting 
both stochasticity and separatrix reconnection. In Sec. IV 
we apply the previous results to the special case of the 
sech2 velocity profile. A comparison is made between the 
analytical estimates of the thresholds for barrier destruc- 
tion and the numerically determined thresholds. In Sec. V 
the model is used to qualitatively explain experimental re- 
sults of Sommeria et aZ.‘“~‘l concerning transport and mix- 
ing by Rossby waves in zonal flows in rotating fluids. Com- 
parison of our model with previously proposed models’2”3 
is made. In Sec. VI we summarize and conclude. 

II. A MODEL FOR THE STREAMFUNCTION 

In order to study chaotic transport the streamfunction 
of the system is needed. In principle, one should get this 
function by solving the NavierStokes equations with the 
appropriate boundary conditions. However, solutions of 
nonlinear fluid equations are difficult to obtain and so one 
has to resort to simplified approaches. One such approach 
is to use arguments based on linearization of the corre- 
sponding fluid equations. Within its limitations, linear the- 
ory is useful in that it sometimes gives simple ideas upon 
which a physically meaningful model for the stream can be 
constructed. On the other hand, experimental results can 
also be used to build a model. The goal in the present 
section is to obtain a simple model for the streamfunction 
that represents the propagation of Rossby waves in a shear 
flow, a model that is based on linear stability analysis’4”5 
and experimental results. lo*’ ’ 

In the study of Rossby waves one considers wave mo- 
tion in a two-dimensional, incompressible, inviscid, rotat- 
ing shallow water system, where, in accordance with the 
beta plane approximation,* the Coriolis force is assumed to 
depend linearly on one coordinate. A right-handed Carte- 
sian coordinate system with z pointing in the direction of 
rotation and y in the direction of the Coriolis force gradient 
is adopted. That is, y points in the “northward” direction 
and x is a periodic coordinate in the “eastward” direction. 
In these coordinates an equilibrium shear or zonal flow has 
the form 

v=uo(y>a. 

Upon introducing the streamfunction, 

v--z^xv*, 

(2) 

(3) 

the velocity field becomes 

(4) 

Here u. is assumed to be a symmetric function of y and so 
q. is antisymmetric. In the beta plane approximation the 
potential vorticity is given by 

q=v”*+DY, (5) 

where the parameter fl is related to the gradient of the 
Coriolis force and the basic dynamics of the system is gov- 
erned by the conservation of potential vorticity:2 

aq 
z+ (v*V)q=O. 

Let $i be a small perturbation of the zonal flow, 

4=40+$19 (7) 

and write 

$r1=4(y)e'k(x-cf). (8) 

Upon substituting (7) into (6) and linearizing, it is seen 
that 4(y) is a solution of the Rayleigh-Kuo equation, 

(uo-c) (gt-k*B) + ~8-u~)4=0, 
with the appropriate boundary condition. Because uc is 
symmetric the eigenfunctions 4 have definite parity. Only 
eigenfunctions that produce symmetric perturbations of 
the zonal flow are considered because in the parameter 
regime of interest (dimensionless fl near the marginal value 
of 3) the antisymmetric modes are stable.15 Throughout the 
present work all variables are dimensionless, the velocity 
scale U is defined as the maximum zonal flow velocity, and 
the length scale L measures the horizontal variation of the 
zonal flow. Hence, the dimensional variables are given by 
Ly, Uu, k/L, (U/L*)& etc. According to Eqs. (7) and 
(8)) a general streamfunction that describes Rossby waves 
superimposed on an equilibrium zonal flow is given by 

where $c is antisymmetric and the ~j are symmetric eigen- 
solutions of Eq. (9). 

A critical layer of a zonal flow appears where the ve- 
locity c of a propagating wave matches the velocity u0 of 
the zonal flow. One of the difficulties encountered in trying 
to solve Eq. (9) for a general profile is that the equation 
becomes singular at these critical layers. One way to ap- 
proach this problem is to consider the effects of viscosity 
and/or nonlinearity in a critical layer, and then match the 
solutions inside and outside the layer. There is, however, 
the possibility of getting regular neutral wave [Im(c) =0] 
solutions of the Rayleigh-Kuo equation if it occurs that 
(a - u{)/(uc - c) remains finite when c=uo. Kuo14 has 
shown that the condition for the existence of such solutions 
is that the gradient of potential vorticity vanish at some 
point y*, 

where 
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c=uo(y”). (12) 

These waves are marginal, that is, they represent a stability 
boundary in parameter space between unstable [Im ( c) > 0] 
and asymptotically stable [Im(c) < 0] waves. 

Therefore a zonal flow satisfying 

d2u, 
-&+=a(uo-Cl) (uo-c2), (13) 

where a is some constant and u. min < cl 2 < u. max, will be 
capable of supporting two neutral waves. A solution to this 
equation is given by 

u. = sech2 y, (14) 

with a= -6. This velocity profile is known as the Bickley 
jet.’ By construction, the potential vorticity of this profile is 
flat (i.e., aq/Jy=O) at points f yT and =t yz; it satisfies 
(11) and hence admits the two neutral waves. The phase 
velocities of these waves are given by” 

q2=fU*U (15) 

A= , bw,5), (16) 

and the positions of the critical layers are given by 

(17) 

For p=i the velocities of the two waves merge to the value 
r and the critical points coincide at y* =sechh ‘( l/v?). 
When /3 tends to zero the velocity of the fast mode ap- 
proaches the maximum value of f and its critical points 
tend to sech-‘( ,/%), whereas the velocity of the slow 
mode goes to zero and its critical points tend to f CO. For 
the velocity profile ( 14) the symmetric neutral solutions to 
the Rayleigh-Kuo equation are given by” 

(p(y) =sech2 y, (18) 

~,2=%,2~ (19) 

Between these marginally’ stable modes exists a band of 
unstable or growing modes with phase velocities and wave 
numbers in the range ci < Re(c) < c2 and k, < k < k,, re- 
spectively, for 0 <fi <$ Since these unstable modes grow 
exponentially, the linear calculation becomes invalid after 
some time. The system has ilnite energy and the growing 
process eventually stops because of nonlinear saturation 
effects, wave-zonal flow interaction, and perhaps dissipa- 
tion. Because the system is assumed periodic in the x di- 
rection, the only allowed wave numbers satisfy the wave- 
length quantization condition mA.= D, where /z is the 
wavelength, m an integer, and D the spatial period. Usu- 
ally, in linear theory there is a single mode with the max- 
imum growth rate; however, in the case we are considering, 
due to the wavelength quantization two modes can have 
comparable growth rates. We will say that a system is in its 
marginal state if the only modes that satisfy the quantiza- 
tion condition are the neutral modes. For an arbitrary 
change in the value of fl the system is no longer at mar- 
ginality. However, as the unstable modes grow the wave- 

zonal flow interaction can change the maximum velocity 
and width of the jet, so that the system relaxes to the 
marginal stable state and the growing process stops. In 
general, the barotropic instability tends to reduce the max- 
imum velocity LJ and to increase the width L of the jet.” 
This change of scales increases the value of the dimension- 
less fi coefficient and thus by the Rayleigh-Kuo stability 
criterion increases the stability of the jet. Eventually the jet 
will adjust to the marginally stable state, where no growing 
mode can be excited. The relaxation of an eastward jet to 
marginal stability was observed experimentally by Somme- 
ria et al. ioT1i They measured the radial profile of the azi- 
muthal average of the azimuthal component of the velocity 
field and observed that to a good approximation the jet was 
in its marginally stable state. Also, they observed that the 
scaling of the jet’s maximum velocity with system param- 
eters approximates well the scaling expected from marginal 
stability. Finally, the range of wavelengths observed in the 
experiment agree qualitatively with the predictions ob- 
tained from marginal stability arguments.7*1* 

Motivated by the preceding linear stability results and 
the experimental evidence of the relaxation to marginal 
stability, we propose as a model for the streamfunction a 
superposition of the zonal flow and the two neutral modes 
that exist at marginality, 

$=-tanhy+sech2yi$, cicos ki(x-tit), (20) 

where the ci and ki are given by Eqs. (15) and (19). This 
model for the streamfunction was originally proposed by 
the authors in Ref. 7. Although in a real situation (e.g., the 
Sommeria et al. experiment’O’“) nonlinear effects may give 
rise to a more complicated streamfunction, the above sim- 
plified model will capture many of the transport properties 
of the system. In general, the study of the mixing and 
transport properties of fluids by employing simple low de- 
grees of freedom Hamiltonian systems has proven fruitful 
(see, for example, Refs. 4-7, 12, 13, 16-19, and 21). 

III. CHAOTIC TRANSPORT IN A GENERAL 
SYMMETRIC SHEAR FLOW 

In the present section we discuss some general results 
on chaotic transport that depend only upon both the zonal 
flow velocity and perturbation eigenfunctions being sym- 
metric and having a single maximum. 

A. Phase space structure 

Consistent with Eq. (LO) is the following general 
Hamiltonian that models the motion of a passive scalar in 
a symmetric shear flow with Rossby waves: 

ff=ffo(.Y) + C ~Ai(Y)cOs ki(X-cf t), (21) 

where in this section Ho is an arbitrary antisymmetric func- 
tion with a single inflection point and 4i is an arbitrary 
symmetric function with a single maximum. This Hamil- 
tonian has the standard structure, possessing an integrable 
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part Ho, that represents the zonal flow, and a nonintegrable 
small perturbation that represents the waves. 

In order to characterize the phase space of this Hamil- 
tonian in a simple way, only a single mode is considered. 
After canonically transforming to a frame comoving with 
the wave, the single-mode Hamiltonian Hi becomes 

Hi=Ho(y) +Gi(y>cos(k~) +w (22) 

The fixed (stagnation) points (?,$ are solutions of the 
equations 

d$i i=-~-ei;i;coS(k~)-ci=O, 

j, = -&ikl4, sin k$ = 0. (24) 

In the case of interest #i> 0 everywhere; therefore, from 
w. 04)~ 

n-r 
zicii, n=O,l,..., (25) 

and Eq. (23) becomes 

dHo d+i 
-&-f’-‘) dy “&i-+Ci=O. (26) 

In general, this is a transcendental equation for yand can- 
not be solved explicitly. However, for ci small, an approx- 
imate solution to first order in epsilon is given’ by 

p.j$o’+~p I- i 1 * (27) 

Expanding Ho and e$. in Taylor series near 2” yields 

j+(-l)n(yT+&di)9 (28) 

where 

Wd4dy~ 
“= - (dzHo/dy’),: ’ (29) 

and yT is the location of the critical layer [cf. Eq. ( 12)]. In 
a symmetric zonal flow d2Hddy2 is positive (negative) for 
y positive (negative), while on the other hand, for sym- 
metric perturbations d$Jdy is negative (positive) for y 
positive (negative). Therefore Ai is always positive, and the 
fixed points are shifted a distance of order Ei with respect to 
the critical layer. 

The stability of a given fixed point is determined by 
linearizing the equations of motion. For Hamiltonian sys- 
tems, if the eigenvalues of the matrix representing the lin- 
earized equations are real then the fixed point is hyperbolic 
(unstable), whereas if the eigenvalues are complex conju- 
gates the fixed point is elliptic (neutrally stable). For a 
single degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system the point 
(?,yT is elliptic if and only if 

[ (2)($)-(~)‘1,,,~0- (30) 

Upon substituting Eq. (22) into this condition it is seen 
that to first order in epsilon the fixed point is elliptic if and 
only if 

(-1>n+i 
d2Ho - 
y&T- (Vi) ’ 0. 

Note that, at this order, the stability depends only on the 
sign of the zonal flow vorticity. 

Having found the fixed points and their stability prop- 
erties, the next thing to consider is how the hyperbolic 
fixed points are connected. Because d2Hddy2=0 for y =0 
this problem is nontrivial. As a matter of fact, the hyper- 
bolic points can be joined in two ways: either as shown in 
Fig. 1 (a), giving rise to an heteroclinic-type phase portrait, 
or as shown in Fig. 1 (c), giving rise to an homoclinic-type 
phase portrait. The change from one portrait to the other is 
a global bifurcation called separatrix reconnection. If we 
denote by P and Q the hyperbolic points located above and 
below the y=O line, respectively, then at the threshold for 
reconnection, which corresponds to the state shown in Fig. 
1 (b), H,(P) =Hi( Q). On the other hand, because of the 
symmetry properites of H,(y) and 4(y), it is always true 
that Hi(P) = -Hi(Q) . Therefore, the threshold for recon- 
nection reduces to Hi(P) =O. Since the position of the hy- 
perbolic point P depends on Ei and ci, the reconnection 
threshold is an implicit equation for these parameters. 
From a physical point of view the phase portrait will have 
the homoclinic structure, provided the waves have large 
enough amplitudes and speeds close enough to the maxi- 
mum speed of the zonal flow. For small wave speeds and 
amplitudes the phase portrait will be of heteroclinic type. 

B. Resonance overlap 

It is evident that with a single mode the Hamiltonian is 
time independent in the comoving or wave frame and is 
thus integrable. However, perturbation of this integrable 
motion by a second mode will, in general, give rise to 
chaotic motion. A qualitative description of how the pres- 
ence of two modes generates chaotic trajectories is pro- 
vided by the Chirikov resonance overlap criterion.8’9 Also, 
this criterion is useful for estimating the location and size 
of the chaotic regions. 

For a Hamiltonian of the type (21) resonances yT are 
defined as the places where the frequency of the perturba- 
tions matches the frequency of the unperturbed Hamil- 
tonian, 

(32) 

Comparison with Eq. (12) reveals that critical layers in 
fluid mechanics correspond exactly to resonances in the 
Hamiltonian model. Near a resonance the unperturbed 
phase space is distorted giving rise to an island chain with 
the width dependent upon the size of the perturbation. 
When two modes are present the resonances compete and 
chaos ensues. According to the overlap criterion, the last 
integrable trajectory or barrier between two resonances is 
destroyed when the sum of the half-widths of the two res- 
onance “islands” (calculated independently of one an- 
other) equals the distance between the resonances; that is, 
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where WI, W2 are the widths of the islands and ~7 is the 
position of the ith resonance (see Fig. 2). Observe that 
according to the overlap criterion, barrier destruction de- 
pends not only on the strength of the perturbations (mea- 
sured by W,), but also on the frequencies of the perturba- 
tions. The latter is measured by the distance between the 
resonances. It is important to keep in mind that this is only 
a rough criterion, but it usually yields good estimates for 
barrier destruction. The overlap criterion is easy to apply 
and provides a qualitative picture of the appearance of 
chaos in the phase space. 

To compute the width of the resonances in a simple 
way it is useful to make the so-called “pendulum approx- 
imation.” One begins with the Hamiltonian of the i mode 
in its comoving frame [Eq. (22)]. Upon expanding around 

1.5 

L.0 

.s 

Y rJ 

-.5 

-1.0 

-1.5 

-.--- jT=qEq /y----T : 
\A 

I 3 

0 
(I c 

~~~~ 
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+,ot, 1 I, 11 I, I,, If 1 I r I I 01 I I I I * I IL. I r I I, ,I 
-,.I -,.1-L, 4.2.I.0 -.a -.8 -.t -.L 4 .z .4 -6 .8 I.0 1.z 1.9 1.6 ,.I 

(c) X 

FIG. 1. Phase space of Hamiltonian (58). These are the typical phase 
space portraits of a general Hamiltonian representing the propagation of 
waves in a symmetric shear flow. As discussed in the text the type of 
phase structure depends on the the wave amplitudes and speeds. In (a) 
E, Al.3 and @=0.614 and the phase space shows a heteroclinic-type struc- 
ture. In (c) the phase space shows a homoclinic-type structure with 
~,=0.5 and p=O.O52. Case (b) shows the reconnection threshold with 
the predicted (see Fig. 7) parameter values ~,=0.275 and p=O.OSZ. 

the resonance y = yg + p and using EQ. (32), the Hamil- 
tonian becomes for small p and En 

+E,&($)cos k,x+ [Ho(r?> +c&, 
YT 

(34) 
where the last term, being a constant, can be ignored. With 
the following definitions: 

2 -1 
ml= q(.$) 9 

dv I 

yj= &(YT 19 
the Hamiltonian becomes 

2 

Hi=$,+yicos(k&. 
I 

(35) 
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. 

FTC+. 2. Depiction of isolated resonance pairs. Banded chaos occurs when 
the resonance at y: overlaps that at yf and simultaneously because of 
symmetry - y? and - y; overlap. Physically this will occur for small 
values of ei, provided the difference between the wave speeds is small. The 
central barrier can be destroyed by the combined etfect of reconnection 
between resonances $ and - yy and resonance overlap between yz and 
- y:. From a physical point of view central barrier destruction requires 
large wave amplitudes and speeds close to the maximum zonaf flow ve- 
locity. 

In this approximation, the width of the resonance is 
given simply by the distance between the pendulum sepa- 
ratrices, 

(37) 
and the overlap criterion is given by 

(38) 

Before proceeding to the application of the overlap 
criterion we discuss its limitations and possible ways for 
improvement. First of all, the calculation of the distances 
between resonances neglects the resonance interaction. In 
actuality, the structure of each resonance is modified by the 
presence of the other. In some cases the interaction be- 
tween resonances is manifested as separatrix repulsion and 
it may occur that even though the approximation indicates 
overlap, the separatrices, in fact, do not touch.” A second 
limitation is the neglect of higher-order resonances that ex- 
ist between the primary resonances. The overlap of these 
higher-order resonances may lower the stochasticity 
threshold. However, dominant behavior is captured by the 
primary resonance analysis, which is, in fact, the beginning 
of a more detailed calculation. A third limitation involves 
the role of the stochastic layer, a layer that exists in the 
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vicinity of the resonances separatrices for arbitrarily small 
values of the mode amplitudes. Because of the stochastic 
layer the effective distance between resonances can be 
smaller than the distance between the unperturbed separa- 
trices. Using perturbation theory, the overlap of higher- 
order resonances and the width of the stochastic layer can 
be calculated, and an improvement of the threshold for 
barrier destruction can be obtained.‘*’ The systematic 
method for calculating the effect of the higher-order reso- 
nances is called renormalization,20 a method that consists 
of transforming the original Hamiltonian to a series of new 
Hamiltonians, each of the same form, and each of which 
describes successively higher-order resonances of the orig- 
inal system. The last limitation we discuss is the pendulum 
approximation, which we used to get a simple analytical 
estimate of the distances between the separatrices. This 
approximation neglects the asymmetric shape of the reso- 
nances that arises from nonlinearity. The approximation is 
good provided the terms neglected in the Taylor expansion 
of the Hamiltonian are small. This will occur if the values 
of epsilon are small and the resonances are not too close to 
the y=O line, where the “mass” of the pendulum becomes 
arbitrarily large. In any case, the exact distance between 
the unperturbed separatrices can be obtained numerically 
to get a better threshold for overlap. The main advantages 
of the overlap criterion presented is that it is a heuristic 
criterion for understanding the appearance of chaos and 
for obtaining a simple estimate of barrier destruction. 
However, this and the above limitations must be borne in 
mind when applying Eq. (38), a task to which we now 
turn. 

Depending on the width and relative positions of the 
resonances one can distinguish several types of chaotic 
transport in the system. The first corresponds to the case 
where the resonances are far enough from each other so 
that no overlap occurs. In this case the vicinity of the line 
y =0 will have invariant curves, and, in addition, there will 
be invariant curves separating yT from yz and - yT from 
- yz (see Fig. 2). Each of the resonances will have its own 
stochastic layer, but transport between the resonances will 
not occur [see, for example, Fig. 8(a)]. 

The next case corresponds to the situation when the 
resonance located at yf overlaps that located at yf, while 
both remain above the liney=O, and because of symmetry, 
- yf will overlap - yT below y = 0. This overlap destroys 
the invariant curves between y: and y: (and simulaneously 
those between - yT and - y,*), resulting in symmetric 
bands of chaos separated by a band of nearly integrable 
trajectories spanning the central region. We refer to this 
case as banded chaos. Because the phase space is two di- 
mensional, the invariant tori of the nearly integrable region 
near y =0 divides the phase space into two regions, pre- 
cluding transport across the central region. 

In the banded chaos regime there exist two different 
situations depending on the strength of the perturbations. 
For small perturbations there are finite regions of stability 
or “islands” around the primary elliptic fixed points [see, 
for example, Fig. 8(b)]. These islands of stability corre- 
spond to the regions of trapped particles in the fluid and so 
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we refer to this regime as banded chaos with trapping re- 
gions. For stronger perturbations the primary elliptic fixed 
points become unstable and the islands of stability are de- 
stroyed [see Fig. 8 (c)l. We refer to this case as banded 
chaos without trapping regions. 

The last case corresponds to the situation where the 
integrable trajectories in the vicinity of the y=O line are 
destroyed. The barrier destruction in this case is more 
complicated and interesting than the banded chaos case, 
since the central barrier destruction is caused by both the 
overlap of resonances, producing stochasticity, and the 
overlap of resonances, producing separatrix reconnection. 
The interplay between stochasticity and reconnection in a 
Hamiltonian system was studied for a particular area pre- 
serving map in Ref. 22. In Sec. III D we construct an area 
preserving map model for studying transport by waves in a 
general symmetric shear flow and consider the reconnec- 
tion that takes place. Detailed study of the central barrier 
destruction will be the subject of a future work. Here, we 
describe only some general features of the problem. The 
source of the interesting phenomena and difficulties en- 
countered in the central barrier destruction lies in the fact 
that the general Hamiltonian model for waves in a sym- 
metric shear flow (21) is degenerate; i.e., d2Hddy2=0 at 
y-0. Physically this occurs because the zonal flow velocity 
profile has a maximum. As we will discuss in Sec. III D 
this is reflected in the violation of the twist condition in the 
associated area preserving map. Degenerate Hamiltonians 
and nontwist maps have not been studied in detail, and 
most of the well-established results in Hamiltonian me- 
chanics do not apply to them. It is precisely the degeneracy 
of the Hamiltonian (or the violation of the twist condition 
in the case of the map) that allows the possibility of sep- 
aratrix reconnection in the system. As a first approxima- 
tion to the central barrier destruction problem we consider 
simultaneously the threshold for primary resonances over- 
lap of mode one ( +y;” and -y:>, producing reconnection, 
and the threshold for the overlap of primary resonances 
located at +y: and -y: (or equivalently +y~ and -z), 
producing stochasticity. Evidently, in the vicinity of the 
reconnection threshold, the presence of the stochastic layer 
in the reconnecting mode can destroy the central barrier 
for arbitrary small values of the mode-two amplitude [see 
Fig. 8 (d)]; therefore, the reconnection threshold gives an 
upper bound for the central barrier destruction threshold. 
However, the central barrier can also be destroyed before 
the reconnection process takes place by the overlapping of 
resonance +y,* and -y: (or equivalently +y: and -y;), 
in which case the Chirikov criterion will provide an ap- 
proximate threshold. in Sec. IV, where the case of the 
sech’ zonal flow is considered, it is seen that these ideas 
provide an upper bound for the threshold of central barrier 
destruction consistent with the numerical results. 

From a physical point of view, banded chaos will occur 
for small values of epsilon if the ditference between the 
wave speeds, that determine the resonance positions, is 
small. On the other hand, the central barrier will be broken 
provided the wave amplitudes are big enough or the wave 
speeds large enough. If the wave speeds have an upper 

bound sufficiently lower than the maximum velocity of the 
zonal shear flow, then the central barrier will be preserved 
if the wave amplitudes are small. Numerical evidence 
shows that reconnection of higher order islands in both the 
map [see Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)] and the Hamiltonian model 
may lead eventually to central barrier destruction, a phe- 
nomena observed also in Ref. 22. This scenario of barrier 
destruction due to reconnection is quite different from the 
“standard” scenario of usual twist maps (e.g., the standard 
map) and nondegenerate Hamiltonians. In what follows 
we consider only central barrier destruction when the pri- 
mary resonances have the heteroclinic topology, the one 
that occurs in most cases of physical relevance in the 
present work. Central barrier destruction when the pri- 
mary resonances have the homoclinic structure is reserved 
for a future publication. Finally, we note that it is possible 
to have central barrier destruction without having banded 
chaos, a situation illustrated in Fig. 8 (d) . For global chaos 
all transport barriers must be destroyed. 

C. Chaotic transport and potential vorticity 
conservation 

In this section the issue of self-consistency between 
potential vorticity conservation and chaotic transport is 
addressed. If potential vorticity is conserved then advected 
particles.must follow the contours of constant q. Since the 
velocity field is assumed nonchaotic, contours of constant q 
evolve in a nonchaotic way; therefore, the fluid particles 
following these contours can not exhibit chaotic behavior. 
Thus we arrive at an apparent contradiction between the 
coexistence of chaos and potential vorticity conservation. 

However, this “contradiction” does not exist if the po- 
tential vorticity is constant in some finite, two-dimensional 
spatial region. In such a region potential vorticity conser- 
vation and chaotic advection are consistent because fluid 
particles are able to mix chaotically while preserving their 
constant value of potential vorticity. For the model of Eq. 
(2 1) regions of banded chaos coincide with regions where 
the potential vorticity is nearly constant. This is because 
Kuo’s theorem [Eq. ( 1 1)] requires that neutral modes exist 
at places where Jq,,/ay=O. In the Hamiltonian picture the 
neutral modes create resonances and these are located in 
regions where the potential vorticity tends to be constant. 
If the resonances yr and yz (the same applies to -yt and 
-y,*) are close enough together, then the potential vortic- 
ity is nearly constant in the region between them. At the 
same time, the overlap criterion predicts chaotic motion in 
just this region. This is consistent with the observationZ3 
that regions of constant potential vorticity correspond to 
mixing regions. On the other hand, our explanation of cen- 
tral barrier persistance, presented in the previous section, is 
consistent with arguments based on the steepness of the 
potential vorticity gradient.‘3 To see this, note that for the 
model we are studying, the potential vorticity gradient at 
y=O is given by dqo/dy=a( U-cl) (U-c,), where U is 
the zonal flow maximum velocity [see Eq. (13)]. There- 
fore, to have a large gradient of potential vorticity ci and c, 
must be sufficiently below the maximum zonal flow speed 
q and vice versa. For the case of the sech” profile, 
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dqo/dy=2+fl at Y=O and so a large gradient implies a 
large value of fi (i.e., fi close to the marginal stability value 
off). Thus according to Eq. ( 15) mode one is far from the 
central barrier. 

The above considerations are kinematical in the sense 
that the streamfunction, and hence the potential vorticity, 
have been assumed and are at-best solutions to only linear 
order. The next question one should address is, what is the 
dynamical mechanism by which potential vorticity is ho- 
mogenized in regions of the fluid. In essence this is the 
study of mixing and transport of vorticity, a complicated 
problem since potential vorticity is not a passive scalar but, 
in a sense, provides its own stirring. Nevertheless, it is 
interesting that even though potential vorticity is not pas- 
sively advected, there are cases where it mixes as if it 
were.21 

D. Area preserving maps 

The use of PoincarC sections is by now a well- 
established and useful tool for studying chaos. However, if 
the differential equations are integrated directly, the num- 
ber of points in such a plot can only be increased at the 
considerable cost of integration time, t. For example, to 
have iV points t=NT, where T is the period of the pertur- 
bation. For statistical studies of particle motion (and hence 
transport), many orbits must be integrated for large values 
oft. For such studies it has proven advantageous to study, 
in lieu of the original Hamiltonian differential equations, 
an area preserving map. The simplest way to obtain this 
kind of map is to discretize the equations subject to the 
condition of area preservation. In fact, the construction of 
the map for the integrable case, where there is shear flow 
but no wave contribution, is exact and straightforward: 

JHo 
x rt+1=+--3: - (Yn+lL 

aY 

Y,, 1 “Y,, * (40) 
Here the constant S is related to the discretization of time. 
To include the effect of the waves this “zonal flow map” is 
perturbed as follows: 

aH, 
X w1=xn--6 - (Y,+*) +f(x,,y,+~), aY (41) 

Ys+l=Y,r+g(X,,Yn+l); 
to be area preserving,’ 

(42) 

3f+ ag 
ax,, 6". (43) 

The explicit form of the functions f and g is determined by 
the equations of motion. When only a single mode is 
present, the equation of motion for the y coordinate in a 
frame comoving with the mode is given by 

& ;i;= -&k+(y)sin kx. (44) 

Discretization of this equation gives 

g= --~Wb,+Js~ kx,, (45) 

while the function f can be obtained from the area pres- 
ervation condition. Thus the following map is obtained: 

aH, x n+l=%--Say (Yn+l I-&$ (yn+,)coSk, 

(46) 

yn+l=yn--W(y,+l)s~ kx, . (47) 

This map is complicated by its implicit form; from the 
initial points x, and yn one first obtains yn+ i by solving Eq. 
(47) by, e.g., Newton’s method, then with this value, x,+i 
is obtained from Eq. (46). However, an explicit map can 
be obtained by expanding the functions Ho and 4 near 
Y=Q 

x,+l=x,+4l-Y~+,), (48) 

y,+l=y,--b sinx,, , (49) 

where the variables x, y have been scaled by k and 
Jlu”o1/2, respectively, and the parameters a and b are 

given by 

a=Sk, b=&k$(O) ,/m. (50) 

Because this map violates the twist condition,3 that is 
ax,+i/ayn+,=O at y=O, we call this map the standard 
nontwist map. The traveling wave map presented in Ref. 16 
can be obtained as an special case by setting u = b. Also, the 
logistic twist map studied in Ref. 22 can be transformed 
into the map presented here. An advantage of writing the 
logistic twist map in the form of the standard nontwist map 
is that in the later the line where the twist condition is 
violated it is always located at y=O, whereas in the former 
the position of this line changes with the map parameters. 
In general, a map that violates the twist condition along a 
line can be locally approximated in such a region by the 
standard nontwist map. 

For small values of a and b the map of (48) and (49) 
reproduces the phase space of Hamiltonian (22)) including 
reconnection, as can be seen by comparing the iterations of 
the map presented in Fig. (3) with the typical phase space 
plots of the Hamiltonian as shown in Fig. 1. When the 
values of a and b are increased the map exhibits stochas- 
ticity (see Fig. 4) that does not occur in the single wave 
Hamiltonian system of (22). To understand the origin of 
this stochasticity, and the relationship with the chaotic be- 
havior of the two waves Hamiltonian system of Eq. (21), 
observe that if x, and y, denote x(t) and y(t) just before 
the time t=n, then the discrete map of (48) and (49) can 
be obtained by direct integration of the following equa- 
tions: 

$z( 1 -y2), 

& x=-b sinx f 6(t-m). 
i?l=--m 

The Hamiltonian for these equations is given by 

(51) 
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H=--ny+;y3+b f cos(x-27r mt), (52) 
??I=-CO 

where the Fourier representation of the periodic delta func- 
tion has been used. From here it is seen that the effect of 
the discretization is to perturb the zonal flow with an infi- 
nite number of waves. Each one of these waves will create 
a resonance located at 

d 2rm 
y;=& l+- a * (53) 

Note that the position of the m=O resonance is always 
y= * 1, whereas the positions of the other resonances de- 
pend on the value of a. In accordance with the overlap 
criterion, the stochasticity in the map is due to the overlap 
of these resonances. For small values of a all the reso- 
nances with m> 1 are located far from the m=O resonance 
and therefore the motion near this resonance does not ex- 
hibit chaos. This explains the high degree of integrability of 
the map in situations when a,b(l (cf. Fig. 3). When the 
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FIG. 3. Separatrix reconnection in the standard nontwist map of Eqs. 
(48) and (49). In case (a) a=0.5 and 6=0.125 and the map exhibits a 
heteroclinic-type topology. Case (b) corresponds to the predicted recon- 
nection threshold a=0.3 and b=0.2. In case (c) the values a=&15 and 
k0.3 give a homoclinic-type topology. Compare with Fig. 1. 

values of a and b are increased, the resonances approach 
each other and chaos ensues. Although the Hamiltonian 
(52) contains an infinite number of resonances, the sto- 
chasticity near y=O [where the map (48) and (49) is a 
valid model] is mostly due to the resonances closest to this 
region. We can say that the stochastic behavior near y=O 
is caused by the overlap of the m =0 and the m = 1 reso- 
nances. In this respect the stochasticity in the map is sim- 
ilar to the stochasticity of the original Hamiltonian (21), 
where chaotic motion arises as a result of the resonance 
overlap of the two modes. However, this analogy is not 
perfect since the m=O and m= 1 modes in the map have 
identical wave numbers, whereas in the Hamiltonian (2 1) 
the overlaping modes have in general different wave num- 
bers. In Fig. 4(a) iterations of the map are plotted for 
a= 1.5 and b=0.375. Regions of banded chaos with trap- 
ping regions are obtained; note the presence of higher- 
order resonances around the primary islands and in the 
vicinity of the central barrier. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show 
reconnection of higher-order islands in the map. In (b), 
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a=2.8, b=0.7 and in (c), a=2.656, b=0.664.. As the pa- In the remainder of this section we derive the threshold 
rameters of the map vary, the period five ‘resonances for separatrix reconnection of primary resonances in the 
change from an heteroclinic- to an homoclinic-type struc- map. First approximate the map in the vicinity of a fixed 
ture. point by a Hamiltonian system, with the Hamiltonian 

The stochasticity of the map of (48) and (49) can be 
studied quantitatively, in the regions where the map satis- 
fies the twist condition [i.e., y#O), by approximating it 
locally by the standard map.’ Writing v=y$ fp, the map 
in neighborhood of the m=O resonance, reduces to 

H= -ay+iy’+b cos x--2rr my. (55) 

In the system defined by Eq. (55) reconnection occurs 
when 

x n+1=%-Pn+I 9 

p,,+l=h-K sin x, , 
which is the standard map with K=kb. For the standard 
map, the onset of widespread stochasticity occurs when K 

approaches a threshold of approximately one; therefore the 
threshold for the m =0 resonances is given by ab = f. This 
result explains the high degree of integrability of the map, 
as observed in Fig. 3. 
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FIG. 4. Stochasticity and reconnection of higher-order resonances in the 
standard nontwist map of J?qs. (48) and (49). In case (a), a=1.5, 
b=0.375, and the map shows banded chaos with trapping regions. Note 
the presence of higher-order resonances around the primary islands and 
near the central trajectories. Cases (b) and (c) show separatrix recon- 
nection of period five resonances. In (b) a=2.8, b=0.7 and in (c) 
a=2.656, b=O .664. 

After substituting Eqs. (53) and (55) into this condition, 
the following reconnection threshold is obtained: 

b=!a. (56) 

When b < 2a/3 the map exhibits a heteroclinic-type topol- 
ogy, whereas for parameter values satisfying b > 2a/3 the 
map possesses an homoclinic-type topology. Figure 3 
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shows iterations of the map for three different values of 
parameters a and b. In Fig. 3(a), a=0.5 and bz0.125. 
Consistent with the previous results, the map exhibits the 
heteroclinic topology. In Fig. 3(b) the threshold values 
a=0.3 and b=0.2 where used. Finally, in agreement with 
the previous analysis, the map in Fig. 3 (c), for which 
a=O. 15 and b=0.30, has the homoclinic topology. We 
have numerically tested the reconnection threshold Eq. 
(56); for small values of a and b the reconnection process 
is clearly observed, as shown in Fig. 3. For large parameter 
values, the map exhibits widespread stochasticity and the 
concept of reconnection has no visible meaning. For inter- 
mediate parameter values, the stochastic layer of the pri- 
mary islands is visible, and so it would be more appropriate 
to refer to this process as stochastic layer reconnection. 

For a given symmetric shear flow we know us, and 
once the function $ is known, the map of (48) and (49) 
allows us to study the transport properties of the flow in 
the vicinity of the center of the zonal flow. 

IV. CHAOTIC TRANSPORT IN THE BICKLEY JET 

As an illustration of the general ideas explained above, 
the specific case of chaotic advection by Rossby waves in 
the Bickley jet is now considered. From Eqs. (18) and 
(21) the model Hamiltonian in this case is 

H= -tanh y+.s? sech* y cos k2x+cg 

fel sech* y cos(kg-tit), (57) 
where we have canonically transformed to the comoving 
frame of the slower wave and fi = k, (c, - c2) with ci and ki 
given by Eqs. ( 15) and ( 19). The Hamiltonian for a single 
wave in its comoving frame is given by 

Hi= - tanh y + ei sech’ JJ cos k+ + c$. (58) 

Using (25) and (28) the fixed points are seen to be 

na 
x’=ki ; n=O,l,..., (59) 

Yi=(-ll)“(YT+Ei)7 (60) 
where yT is determined by Eq. (17). For fi=j the fixed 
points of both modes coincide at F= ( - l)n[sech-‘( l/ 
~3) +EJ. When s tends to zero the fixed points of the fast 
(first) mode tend to their minimum value y, 
= ( - 1 )“[sech-‘( ,/%?) + ~~1, whereas the fixed points of 
the slow (second) mode tend to infinity F2-+ + CO. Equa- 
tion (3 1) implies that (&E) is stable if and only if 

(-l)n+’ tanh (yy) > 0. (61) 

Therefore, for n even (odd) the fixed points are shifted 
upward (downward) a distance E from the critical line 
[uc(y*) =c] and for n even (odd) the fixed points above 
y=O become hyperbolic (elliptic) while those below be- 
come elliptic (hyperbolic). 

As we saw in Sec. III A the separatrix reconnection 
threshold is obtained from the condition H, (P) =O, where 
P denotes the hyperbolic point above the y=O line. In 
curve (a) of Fig. 7 we have ploted the threshold as a 

FIG. 5. Distances between the resonances as a function of beta. The 
distance between resonances yz and -yl in Fig. 2 is given by d,, while 
d._ gives the distance between y: and yf. 

function of ct and /3, as obtained from the numerical solu- 
tion of the implicit equation H,(P) =O. Parameter values 
above the curve result in an homoclinic-type phase portrait 
[see Fig. 1 (c)l, whereas parameter values below the curve 
give the heteroclinic type [see Fig. 1 (a)]. There is a good 
agreement between the predicted reconnection threshold 
and the numerically observed thresholds [see, for example, 
Fig. l(b)]. As noted before, the phase portrait will be 
homoclinic if the wave amplitudes are large enough and 
the system is far from marginality (i.e., fig;). 

Now the pendulum approximation (36) is applied to 
the Hamiltonian of (58). Using Eqs. (37) and (17) the 
width of the resonances and their separation are given, 
respectively, by 

wi= ( 1 - Ci) 114 (62) 

and 

d,= Iy~-y~l +=I]sech-‘&I f Isech-’ c2]]. (63) 

Therefore, the overlap criterion is given by the following: 

~,=(1-C~)1/4+(l-c2~ln 

- Ilsech-’ &I =t 1 sech-’ &II =O, (64) 
where the - ( + ) sign corresponds to banded (global) 
chaos. (This was previously given in Ref. 7.) Negative 
(positive) values of A, correspond to nonoverlaping 
(overlaping) values of /3. The dependence of the width on 
fl is weak; however, the distance between resonances de- 
pends strongly on 8. Figure 5 shows the distance as a 
function of fl. Observe that the distance d- between the 
resonances on each side of the jet is small for p near 3 and 
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FIG. 6. Banded chaos threshold. The solid curve represents the banded 
chaos threshold as obtained from the resonance overlap criterion using 
the exact distances between the unperturbed separatrices of the primary 
resonances. The dashed line is the prediction obtained using the pendu- 
lum approximation. In both cases parameter values located above the 
curves indicates banded chaos. The dots are the numerically determined 
thresholds. The value of beta was set to p=O.4266. 

so near marginality banded chaos is expected to take place 
for small values of epsilon. 

In Fig. 6 we have plotted the resonance overlap thresh- 
old for banded chaos for p=O.4266. The dashed curve 
gives the threshold, as obtained by using the pendulum 
approximation [Eq. (64)], while the solid curve is the 
threshold obtained from the exact calculation of the un- 
perturbed distance between separatrices of the resonances. 
The region above each curve represents values of .el and .e2 
for which banded chaos is expected to exist. The dots rep- 
resent an upper bound for barrier destruction obtained 
from numerical integration of the equations of motion for 
3000 periods (one period=2r/fl) of the Hamiltonian. For 
a given value of .sl we increased the value of .s2 in intervals 
of 0.0025 until an initial condition starting in the stochastic 
layer of mode one (or mode two) enters the stochastic 
layer of the other mode. The numerical experiments pro- 
vide only an approximation to the barrier destruction 
threshold since the sampling of initial conditions and the 
maximum integration time cannot be arbitrarily large, and 
also because of the numerical error involved in the integra- 
tion of the equations. There is good agreement between the 
overlap criterion and the numerical experiments for &2 > Ed. 
When E, > .s2 the numerical results indicate that the last 
barrier to transport is more robust than what we might 
expect from the overlap criterion. This asymmetry between 
the roles of E, and Ed is due to the asymmetric shape of the 
resonances (see Fig. 2). In banded chaos we consider the 
distance between the lower separatrix of mode two and the 
upper separatrix of mode one but, as Fig. 2 shows, the 
lower separatrix is more warped than the upper separatrix. 

“1 
0 .a5 .lO . 1s .ZD .25 .30 .35 .‘lo .45 .so .55 .60 .65 .70 

P 

FIG. 7. Central barrier destruction threshold. Curve (a) is the reconnec- 
tion threshold for mode one. Parameters values above the curve will result 
in a homoclinic-type phase portrait, whereas parameters below the curve 
will give the heteroclinic type. Curve (b) gives the threshold for reso- 
nance overlap between yf and -yt using the exact distances between the 
unperturbed separatrices, while the dashed curve is the overlap in the 
pendulum approximation. The dots are the numerically determined 
thresholds. The value of cz was set to c,=O.3. 

Therefore, is easier to have overlap by increasing E? (for zzl 
fixed) than by increasing cl (for ~~ fixed). The agreement 
between the numerical results and overlap in the pendulum 
approximation is not as good, since this approximation 
does not take into account the asymmetric shape of the 
resonances. 

To study central barrier destruction we have plotted in 
curve (a) of Fig. 7 the threshold for separatrix reconnec- 
tion for the Hamiltonian of Eq. (58) and in curve (b) the 
threshold for overlap of resonances yf and -yy for 
~=0.3, considering the exact distance between the unper- 
turbed separatrices. The region above each curve repre- 
sents values of /3 and e1 for which the central barrier is 
expected to be broken. The pendulum approximation, 
dashed curve, is not accurate in this case either because the 
values of Ed are large or because the resonances are very 
close to the y=O line. However, the analytical expression 
[Eq. (64)] can be used as an upper bound (albeit rather 
high) for central barrier destruction. The dots in Fig. 7 
represent an upper bound for the central barrier destruc- 
tion obtained from numerical integration of the equations 
of notion for 3000 periods (one period=2r/fi) of the 
Hamiltonian. The value of &2 was fixed at 0.3 and for each 
value of /? we increased the value of .sl in intervals of 0.05 
until an initial condition starting in the stochastic layer of 
the mode-one upper resonance y: enters the stochastic 
layer of the mode-one lower resonance -yT. As in the case 
of banded chaos above, the numerical experiments provide 
only an approximation to the barrier destruction threshold. 
As seen from the plot, the analytical estimates provide an 
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upper bound for central barrier destruction, consistent 
with the numerical results. 

For small values of fl the resonances of mode one are 
close to the y=O line, and therefore the central barrier can 
be destroyed by separatrix reconnection for moderate val- 
ues of E*. As /3 increases, the mode-one resonances separate 
from each other and the reconnection threshold gets big- 
ger. At the same time the mode-two resonances become 
closer to the mode-one resonances, see Fig. 5, and so bar- 
rier destruction can take place, for E~ and E:! large enough, 
because of the overlap of resonances, as described by the 
Chirikov criterion. 

If the system is close to marginality (fi near $), central 
barrier destruction due to mode-one reconnection will oc- 
cur only for very large values of el. Also, near marginality 
the overlap of mode two and mode one will break the 
central barrier only if the values of E~ and &2 are large. This 
is because the mode-one and mode-two resonances are al- 
ways separated by a finite distance, as shown in Fig. 5. 
Since the model is based on the assumption that the values 
of E~ and &2 are small, we conclude that close to margin- 
ality the central barrier persists. This is consistent with 
potential vorticity conservation, since at marginality there 
is a strong gradient of potential vorticity at the central 
barrier. 

The above conclusions can be restated in terms of the 
phase velocities cj, since these quantities determine the po- 
sitions of the resonances. The closer a resonance is to the 
central barrier, the larger is the corresponding phase ve- 
locity. Therefore, since the dispersion relation requires the 
phase velocities to lie in the range 0 < Ci<b where unity 
corresponds to the maximum jet velocity, the resonances 
can not be arbitrarily close to the center, and hence, central 
barrier destruction is not expected to exist. On the other 
hand, because at marginality the difference between the 
phase velocities of the two waves is small, the resonances at 
each side of the jet are close together, and so banded chaos 
is expected to occur. Below we present some numerical 
examples to illustrate the types of chaotic transport de- 
scribed. 

Since the system is assumed to be periodic in the x 
direction the wavelength quantization condition requires 
m,A,=m.$.,= D, where /%i are the wavelengths, mi the 
mode numbers, and D is the total length of the system in 
the x direction. Figure 8(a) shows a Poincark section for 
the Hamiltonian (57) with &,=O.l, ~,=0.3, andfl=0.186, 
which gives, according to (15) and (19), c1=0.616, 
c2=0.05, k,=1.922, and k2=0.548. Here ml=7 and 
m,=2 and, accordingly, D=22.9. For clearer visualization 
only points with XE( 0, D/2) were plotted. For the chosen 
value of fl, O> A+ = - 1.55; therefore, according to the 
criterion of Eq. (64) the central barrier must persist. The 
existence of the invariant curves in the region y 
E(-0.5,0.5) verify numerically this fact. On the other 
hand, the invariant curves starting in the neighborhood of 
x=0, y=2.1, and y=-0.9 indicate that banded chaos is 
also not present because these integrable trajectories sepa- 
rate the resonances. This fact is also in agreement with Eq. 
(64); since O> A-= -0.10 the resonances are not close 

enough to destroy all of the invariant curves between them. 
Figure 8 (b) is a PoincarC section for the same values of 

En but for p=O.317. Hence, ~,=0.575, cz=O.O92, 
k,=1.857, and k,=0.743. In this case ml=5 and m2=2 
and so D= 16.92. Again, for simplicity, only xe(O,D/2) is 
shown. As in the previous case the central integrable tra- 
jectories are preserved in agreement with Eq. (64)) which 
gives O> A+ = - 1.29. However, in this case the reso- 
nances located above and below the line y =0 are close 
enough together, so that the invariant curves between them 
are destroyed, in agreement with the criterion, which gives 
0 < A _ ~0.26. The presence of stability islands around the 
primary elliptic fixed points indicate that we have banded 
chaos with trapping regions. 

Figure 8(c) shows the extreme case of/3=0.614 (same 
values of Ed), cl=0.427, c2=o.240, k,=1.6, k2=1.2, 
D=15.7, ml=4, and m,=3. In this case O>A,== -0.99 
and 0 <A- =0.99. The PoincarC section exhibits banded 
chaos without trapping regions and the presence of the 
central barrier, as expected. In this extreme case the reso- 
nances are close enough together to destroy the stability 
islands observed in Fig. 8(b). This fact has important con- 
sequences on the transport properties of the flow, since the 
islands represent regions of trapped particles. 

Central barrier destruction due to reconnection of the 
mode-one primary resonances is shown in Fig. 8 (d), for 
which ~~=0.3, &,=0.2, and 8=0.119. For large enough 
values of fl and Ei global chaos can be produced. Numeri- 
cally global chaos is observed for ~~=0.5, ~~=0.5, and 
8=0.614. 

To shed light on the consistency problem between po- 
tential vorticity conservation and chaotic transport, we 
have plotted in Fig. 9 the zonal flow potential vorticity, 

qo=2 sech’y tanh y+/3y, (65) 
for 8=0.614, the same value used for Fig. 8(c). The plot 
reveals two regions where the potential vorticity is flat. 
Particles in these regions have, to first order, the same 
value of qo, and thus can mix chaotically. This is indeed 
observed in the PoincarC section of Fig. 8 (c), where bands 
of chaos are located above and below the central barrier at 
approximately the places where q. is constant. At the same 
time, the existence of the central invariant barriers is re- 
lated to the sharp gradient of potential vorticity at y=O. 

V. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO EXPERIMENT 

In this section the model presented above is used to 
interpret results on transport and mixing in the rotating 
annulus experiments of Sommeria et al. to,1 ’ (hereafter 
SMS), and more recently Solomon et aLz4 The experi- 
ments are performed in an annular tank with a flat top and 
conical bottom that models the variation of the Coriolis 
parameter with latitude (see Fig. 10). The entire tank ro- 
tates rigidly. A corotating or “eastward” jet is generated by 
the action of the Coriolis force on water pumped radially 
inward from a set of six outlets, located on the tank bottom 
at a common radius, to a set of six inlets also located on the 
bottom but at a smaller radius. At large enough pumping 
rates Rossby waves are observed to propagate eastward in 
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FIG. 8. Poincark section of Hamiltonian (57) with &,=O.l, ~=0.3, and increasing values of 13: (a) p=O.186, (b) p=O.317, and (c) p=O.614. The 
spatial periods of the system in the x direction are D=22.9, 16.9, and 15.7 for cases (a), (b), and (c), respectively. For a clearer visualization in (a) 
and (b) we only displayed points in the region xc(O,D/2) and in (c) only points with XE(O,D/~). Central barrier destruction due to reconnection and 
stochasticity with e1=0.3, ~=0.2, and p-O.119 is shown in (d). 

the frame corotating with the tank. To elucidate the dy- 
namics and transport SMS diagnose the experiment with 
particle streak photographs and dye visualization. Figure 
11 (a) shows an experimental contour plot of the stream- 
function obtained from a particle streak photogiaph.‘2 

Recently two models have been proposed to study the 
dynamics and transport observed in this experiment. 
Behringer et al. l2 proposed an ad hoc model of the stream- 
function motivated by ehperimental data. Numerical inte- 
gration of the equations of motion showed qualitative 
agreement with the experimental results. The authors of 
Ref. 12 observed that in their mqdel at least three waves 
are needed to break the central barrier to transport. How- 

ever, this conclusion is not correct, in general. Ifi their 
model two waves break the central barrier, provided the 
appropriate values of the amplitudes and phase velocities 
are chosen. These values are predicted by the overlap cri- 
terion. Behringer et al. concentrated mostly on the wave 
amplitudes to study the breakup of the central barrier, but 
the frequencies of the waves also plays a crucial role. In 
Ref. 13, Polvani and Touma modeled the system using 
linear contour dynamics. Chaotic mixing was shown to 
exist on both sides of the jet when several waves are 
present. However, it was argued that transport across the 
jet can only take place through the nonlinear wave break- 
ing of the jet itself. 
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FIG. 9. Potential vorticity of the zonal flow for 8=0.614, the same value 
used in the Poincare section of Fig. 8(c). The potential vorticity is flat; 
i.e., nearly constant, in the regions where the bands of chaotic transport 
lie in the Poincark section, indicating the consistent coexistence of chaotic 
transport and potential vorticity conservation. At the same time, the ro- 
bustness of the central barrier in the Poincarg section is related to the 
sharp potential vorticity gradient near y=O. 

Precise modeling of the SMS experiments is a difficult 
problem. These experiments were conducted at high Rey- 
nolds numbers, and therefore a precise model would re- 
quire the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with 
forcing. Here, however, we are more interested in the 
transport properties of the flow than in the exact behavior 
of the velocity field. Because Hamiltonian chaos exhibits 
generic features, transport properties of the system should 
not depend critically on the exact form of the streamfunc- 
tion, but only upon its topology. Therefore we expect 
transport can be described by a simple model. 

The previous sections dealt with Rossby waves propa- 
gating on shear flow in rectangular geometry, described by 
the Cartesian coordinates (x,y), whereas in the SMS ex- 

~~ periments Rossby waves propagate in an annular region 

i b 

-* 
d ddd 

FIG. 10. Cross section of the rotating annulus used by Sommeria 
et uZ.‘~” for experiments on dynamics and transport by Rossby waves. 
The annulus has an inner radius of 10.8 cm and an outer radius of 43.2 
cm. The depth of the tank increases from 17.1 cm at the inner radius to 
20.3 cm at the outer radius, resulting in a conical bottom topography with 
a slope equal to -0.1. The entire tank rotates at a constant angular 
velocity in the range from 0 to 25 rad/sec. Fluid is pumped through ports 
located in the bottom of the tank, the arrow indicates the pattern of inlets 
(I) and outlets (0). The radial distance between ports is 8.1 cm (after 
Sommeria et nl. ” ) . 

FIG. 11. (a) A Contour plot of the streamfunction deduced from a 
particle streak photograph of the flow (after Behringer et al.“). (b) The 
phase space of Hamiltonian (67) at a fixed time with parameters A= 12 
cm/set, r,=25 cm, L=6.4 cm, m,=6, m2=5, 0,=1.162 rad/sec, 
0,=0.632 rad/sec, p=O.64, &,=O.l, and e,=O.3. 

described by the polar coordinates (r,O). For small jet 
widths and wavelengths, curvature effects of the annulus 
may be neglected and the results for Rossby waves propa- 
gating in the rectangular geometry can be applied to the 
annulus. A direct way of doing this “slab” approximation 
is by simply writing y=ro-r and x=roO, where r. is the 
radius of the maximum jet velocity. Accordingly, Eqs. ( 1) 
and (57) imply the following Hamiltonian: 

aH . aH 
(66) 

X [El cos(m18-fit> +E2 cos m2f3] - 2 r, 
( ) 

(67) 
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where 

with the dimensionless ki and cj given by Eqs. (19) and 
(15). 

In this model A, L, and r. are free parameters repre- 
senting the maximum velocity, width, and mean position of 
the zonal flow jet. Before discussing transport, consider 
now some comparisons of this model with the experimen- 
tally measured velocity field. SMS observed that the azi- 
muthal average of the azimuthal component of the velocity 
field fits well a sech2 protile. The azimuthal average of ve of 
the above model in the annulus rest frame yields 

(69) 

Hence, the zonal flow of the model is consistent with the 
experiment. Comparison of (69) with experimental results 
gives numerical values for the parameters A, L, and r,. 
Typical values are r. = 25 cm, L = 6.4 cm, and A = 12 cm/ 
sec. These values will be used for comparison of the model 
with the experiment. Another experimental fact is that the 
eastward jet relaxes to a state near marginal stability, that 
is, the width of the jet and its maximum velocity adjust so 
that the dimensionless beta parameter is close to the value 
3. Taking p=O.64 yields from (68) ml=6, m2=5, 
wl=1.162 rad/sec, and 0,=0.632 rad/sec. These values 
are in the range typically observed in the experiment, and 
will be used below. A more detailed comparison between 
the model and the experiment can be found in Ref. 7. In 
recent experimentsZ4 Rossby waves propagating in an east- 
ward jet have been observed to satisfy 

(70) 

where U denotes the maximum jet velocity and /?*, c*, and 
k” the dimensional beta coefficient, wave speed, and wave 
number, respectively. Equation (70) can be derived from 
the dispersion relation of Eqs. (15) and ( 19) for barotro- 
pit Rossby waves in a sech’ flow, as presented in Sec. 
II. To see this first note that from Eqs. (15) and (16) 
p=6clc2, which with Eq. (19) gives k$ = fi*/c%,. This last 
result in combination with the relation CT + c; = $U, ob- 
tained from Eq. ( 15), gives Eq. (70). Note that (70) has 
the same form for both modes, even though the dispersion 
relation of Eqs. ( 15) and ( 19) has a different form for each 
mode. To decide whether a mode satisfying Eq. (70) is a 
mode one or a mode two, we use the fact that the phase 
velocity of mode one (mode two) is always greater 
(smaller) that U/3. Relation (70) is not a dispersion re- 
lation because the set of wave speeds c* and wave vectors 
k* that satisfy it do not correspond to waves propagating 
in the same equilibrium zonal flow. The equilibrium flow 
depends on the width L of the sech2 profile, and this pa- 
rameter has been eliminated from the dispersion relation to 
get (70). 

FIG. 12. Poincart section obtained by fourth-order Runge-Kutta inte- 
gration of the Hamiltonian system (67)) with parameters A = 12 cm/xc, 
r,,=25cm, L=6.4cm,m,=6,mz=5,q=1.162rad/sec,w,=0.632rad/ 
set, p=O.64, ~,=0.1, and e,=O.3 for case (a) and q=O.O3 for case (b). 
The stability islands observed in case (b) are trapping regions. 

Figure 11 (b) shows a plot of the phase space portrait; 
i.e., contours of the Hamiltonian (67) at a fixed time, with 
~~=0.1 and &,=0.3. Comparison of this plot with the ex- 
perimental streamfunction [Fig. 11 (a)] shows reasonable 
qualitative agreement. 

Figure 12(a) shows a Poincarb section for the model 
Hamiltonian of Eq. (67) far/3=0.64, si=O.l, and s2=0.3. 
For these parameter values the overlap criterion gives 
0 <A- = 1.10 for banded chaos and 0 > A+ = -0.97 for 
global chaos, which is consistent with the plot that shows 
the existence of banded chaos on both sides of the jet and 
a barrier to transport represented by the integrable wavy 
trajectories near the middle of the annulus. This pattern of 
chaotic mixing was observed in the SMS experiment when 
dye was injected in the outer (or inner) part of annulus. 

Recent experiments conducted in the rotating annulus 
have shown that under certain conditions trapping regions 
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exist in the system. These experiments showed that dye 
injected in the outer part of the annulus mixes well on the 
injected side, except for spots or islands where dye does not 
enter. Particle tracking with a video camera corotating 
with the tank has shown that, indeed, in these regions 
particles are trapped. These trapping regions are imbedded 
in the chaotic mixing region where the particles wander 
freely. Figure 12(b) illustrates this situation in the model. 
The PoincarC section was made with the same parameters 
as those of Fig. 11 (a), except ,sl =0.03. The plot shows 
banded chaos with trapping regions represented by the sta- 
ble islands surounding the primary elliptic fixed points. 

Fluid exchange across a meandering jet has been stud- 
ied in Ref. 25 using the Melnikov method. The model 
streamfunction used in that work consists of a time- 
dependent perturbation of a jet of uniform width deformed 
by a steadily propagating sinusoidal meander. For plane 
wave and meander amplitude perturbations, such a stream- 
function can be approximated (for small meander ampli- 
tudes) by a streamfunction of the form (21); therefore, the 
ideas presented in the present paper may be used to com- 
plement those obtained in Ref. 25. We mention in closing 
that the model streamfunction (20) and the overlap crite- 
rion (64) presented here have been used to study transport 
and mixing in the Gulf Stream.26 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied transport properties of Rossby waves 
in symmetric shear flows. In particular, the destruction of 
barriers to transport was analyzed with the use of the res- 
onance overlap criterion and the idea of separatrix recon- 
nection. Poincare sections were obtained numerically and 
compared with the analytical results. 

Motivated by linear stability analysis and experimental 
results we proposed a Hamiltonian model to study trans- 
port in a general symmetric shear flow and, in particular, 
in a sech’ zonal shear flow. We have shown that because 
symmetric shear flows have a maximum at y =0 the cor- 
responding Hamiltonian models for these systems are de- 
generate (&Ye/&=0 at y =0) and the associated area pre- 
serving maps violate the twist condition ( axn+ i/dy,+ i -0 
at y=O). The general Hamiltonian can have two types of 
phase space portraits and the change from one type to the 
other is due to separatrix reconnection, a global bifurcation 
that exists because of the degeneracy of the Hamiltonian. 
We have shown how the threshold for reconnection can be 
obtained with the use of the Hamiltonian function. 

The system exhibits two types of barriers to transport. 
On one hand there is the central barrier to transport 
formed by the integrable trajectories near y=O (i.e., those 
between they: and the -yf resonances) and on the other 
hand there are the barriers between mode-one and mode- 
two resonances above and below the central trajectories 
(i.e., between f y: and f ~7). Banded chaos corresponds 
to the situation where the central barrier is preserved, but 
the barriers between the resonances above and below have 
been destroyed. An approximate threshold for banded 
chaos was obtained with the use of the resonance overlap 

criterion. The destruction of the central barrier was studied 
by considering simultaneously, the threshold for resonance 
overlap, as described by the Chirikov criterion and the 
threshold for separatrix reconnection. The connection be- 
tween the gradients and regions of constant potential vor- 
ticity and the barriers to transport and mixing regions was 
discussed. 

From the Hamiltonian model an area preserving map 
termed the standard nontwist map was obtained. It was 
shown that the map reproduces the phase space portrait, 
including reconnection, and the transport properties of the 
Hamiltonian. The role of the reconnection of higher-order 
resonances in the map near the central barrier was illus- 
trated numerically. 

The previous results, which are applicable in general to 
the description of transport by traveling waves in a sym- 
metric flow, were then used to’ study transport by Rossby 
waves in a sech’ zonal flow. Numerical results show that 
the overlap criterion gives a good estimate for the onset of 
banded chaos for &2 > sl; for s1 > E? the numerical results 
indicate that the barrier is more roboust than what we 
expect from the resonance overlap criterion. It was shown 
that the analytical estimates for central barrier destruction, 
based on the overlap criterion and separatrix reconnection, 
provide an upper. bound for the threshold consistent with 
the numerical results. 

Finally, the model was used to explain results on trans- 
port and mixing in the rotating annulus experiments. Qual- 
itative agreement was seen between the model and the ex- 
periment. Also, transport and mixing observed in the 
experiments appears to be well described by the model, 
which exhibits, in accordance with the overlap criterion, 
high mixing on the sides of the jet (banded chaos) and no 
transport across the jet. 

To conclude we mention that there is a close analogy 
[both in the dynamics and in the transport properties) 
between Rossby waves and drift waves in magnetized plas- 
mas. Drift waves are low-frequency electrostatic perturba- 
tions of nonuniform magnetized plasmas and are believed 
to play an important role in the magnetic confinement 
properties of fusion plasmas. Drift wave dynamics is gov- 
erned by an equation similar to the Rossby wave quasigeo- 
strophic equation. Analogous to the case of Rossby waves, 
passive advection by drift waves is described by Hamilton’s 
equations, Eq. ( 1 ), with the plasma potential playing the 
role of the Hamiltonian (see Ref. 27 and references 
therein). Because of this, theory and experiments on 
Rossby waves in rotating fluids may serve as a means to 
simulate and study the dynamics and transport properties 
of drift waves. In particular, the SSM experiment and the 
model presented here (Rossby waves propagating in a 
shear flow) might shed light on drift wave transport in the 
presence of a sheared electric field. 
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